Abstract. We describe an implementation, in type theory, of a proof of a p o i n tfree formulation of the Heine-Borel covering theorem for intervals with rational endpoints.
Introduction
The proof presented here is a complete formalisation of the proof presented in \A c onstructive proof of the Heine-Borel covering theorem for formal reals" CN] . We describe an implementation, in type theory, of a proof of a pointfree formulation of the Heine-Borel covering theorem for intervals with rational endpoints. The implementations also contain a de nition of formal spaces as a type, and de nitions of the continuum and the closed rational interval as instances of that type.
The paper is organised as follows: in section 2 we describe the proof-checker Half, in which the implementation has been done, and the type theory it is based on. The rest of the paper is devoted to formal de nitions and the proof of the Heine-Borel covering theorem. In section 3 some general de nitions are given. In section 4 we de ne a general formal topology, w e also de ne the notion of compact space and Stone space. Then the rational numbers are de ned as an object of an abstract data type. In section 6 the continuum is de ned as a formal space and some of its properties are proved. Then the closed rational interval a,b] is de ned as a formal space and compactness of this space is proved.
In order to make this paper readable, we concentrate on the de nitions and many proofs (or lemmas and de nitions used in these proofs) are left out. In the code these omitted proofs are replaced by the ellipsis .... 1 However, all identi ers used in the proofs presented are de ned and the main theorem is given with all details.
Description of the Proof-Checker Half
The implementation has been done in the proof-checker Half, developed by 1 The complete proofs are obtainable from the URL: ftp://ftp.cs.chalmers.se/pub/users/ceder/heineb/hb.tar.
Thierry Coquand, using a type-checker and an emacs-interface implemented by Dan Synek.
The Half system is a successor to ALF M] . It is a logical framework based on Martin-L of's polymorphic type theory with one universe ML], extended by a theory mechanism (similar to the theory mechanism in PVS OSR]) and letexpressions (cf. C, Br, Ba] ).
The system has three levels Set, Type and Kind. Set is an element a n d a subset of Type. Elements can be formed in both Set and Type b o t h Set and Type are closed under function types ( -types) and disjoint u n i o n ( -types) and allow recursive de nitions. There is also a type Theory for theories. Kind consists of the types Set, Type and Theory, and function types.
A proof (program) in Half consists of a list of de nitions and lemmas, having the form f(x 1 : T 1 : : : x n : T n ) = e : T, where the type T i may depend on the parameters x 1 : : : x i;1 and e is an expression of type T.
The -type is used for expressing dependent function spaces. Cons x xs ! Cons x (append A xs l 2 )g : listA:
Note that, using these recursive de nitions on functional form, non-linear inductive t ypes cannot be de ned, i.e. dependencies between the parameters cannot be introduced. It turned out that pattern matching together with nonlinear inductive de nitions is a non-conservative extension of Martin-L of's type theory (see H]). The approach t a k en in Half is to allow only linear inductive de nitions. As a consequense, the Id-type a 2 A id(A a) 2 Id(A a a)
is not de nable: without dependencies between the parameters there is no way of saying that the two elements are the same. Therefore, for abstract sets, instead of working with sets and the Id-type, we w ork in a more general setting using setoids, i.e. sets with equivalence relations. For concrete sets, equalities are explicitly de ned. This is also closer to the usual mathematical approach where a set comes together with an equality relation.
A -type is a dependent record sigft 1 : T 1 : : : t n : T n g, where the type T i may depend on t 1 : : : t i;1 . A n o b j e c t o f a -type is formed by constructing objects of the types T i , structft 1 = e 1 : : : t n = e n g, w h e r e e i is an expression of type T i . The elimination rule for -types is projection if M is of type sigft 1 : T 1 : : : t n : T n g, the value of its i'th component i s a c c e s s e d b y M:t i .
Adding -types to the system is a conservative extension of the system it does not a ect the strength of the theory, equivalent de nitions can always be obtained using recursive de nitions with one constructor. However, to analyse objects of a recursively de ned set, case-analysis is required, even if there is only one case to consider. Theories are used to collect de nitions and lemmas that logically belong together. Identi ers de ned in a theory can be accessed from outside: if th is a theory and f i an identi er de ned in th, t h e n t h e v alue of f i is reached by th: f i . By de ning functions giving theories as result, a notion of parametrised theory is obtained. Identi ers de ned in a parametrised theory can then be accessed from outside, provided they are given proper parameters. Also the notion of (parametrised) theory is a conservative extension of the system: functions occuring in a parametrised theory can always be parametrised themselves and de ned outside the theory.
The let-expressions are used for local lemmas and abbreviations:
In the environment , the expression above computes to e 2 ( x = e 1 ), i. The system also allows mutual recursive de nitions. But this has not been used in the proofs in this paper, and we h a ve a l s o a voided mutual recursion between a function f and functions locally de ned in f.
There is a \size check" for inductively de ned types. The de nitional equality is a combination of structural equality and equal by name for checking equality of \complex" structures, i.e. data, sig, struct and case, comparision \by name" is used. This means for instance that in Bool= datafFa l s e T r u e g : Set Bool 0 = datafFalse Trueg : Set Bool 00 = Bool : Set Bool and Bool' are not equal, but Bool and Bool" are. This is the approach taken for several strongly typed languages.
The presence of both Set and Type in Half, where Set corresponds to a universe, allows a more abstract reasoning than is possible in a system without a universe. We s h o w t h i s b y a small example with subsets of a set represented as propositional functions. First we g i v e a name for the type of predicates over a t ype A: pred(A : Type) = ( x : A) ! Set : Type:
The predicates over A are objects in the function space from A to Set. This function space does not form a set in predicative t ype theory (it has the type Type). In the same way, g i v en a type A, w e f o r m t h e t ype for relations on A: rel(A : Type) = ( x : A y : A) ! Set : Type:
Now w e represent subsets of a set A as predicates over A. W e s a y t h a t U is a subset of A if U is a propositional function ranging over A and that an element a of A is a member of U i U(a) holds. A propositional function U is then a subset of another propositional function V provided that Uximplies V x for all x of type A:
Note that in the type we can see that, given a set A, subset A is a relation on predicates of A. Also note that, in the last de nition, A must be a set, since by the de nition of rel, ( x : A h : Ux ) ! V x has to be a set. The system checks this for us.
From now on, Half-code in typewriter font is mixed with comments, motivations and less formal de nitions and proofs. However, a case-expression is required in order to analyse an object of type and2 A B, whereas for and, the proofs of A and B are obtained directly using the names fst and snd, respectively.
The existential quanti er is here de ned using a -set and, as was the case with and, the elimination rules are rst and second projection: A monoid is a setoid with a binary operation satisfying congruence, commutativity and associativity: monoid(A:Set,eq:rel A,add:bin A) = sig{issetoid:setoid A e q , iscong:(x:A,y:A,z:A,t:A,h1:eq x z,h2:eq y t) -> eq (add x y) (add z t), iscom:(x:A,y:A) -> eq (add x y) (add y x), isassoc:(x:A,y:A,z:A) -> eq (add x (add y z)) (add (add x y) z)} : Set,
In the de nition of formal space (section 4), propositional functions are used as subsets. Below w e de ne what it means for a propositional function to be a subset of another propositional function. In general predicates do not respect equivalence relations, therefore the second (weaker) de nition, that takes the equality relation as parameter, is used at some places. To justify the second subset relation, consider the following example: let = be an equality de ned on a s e t c o n taining the elements x and y, and let U and V be predicates over that set then using the rst de nition we do not in general have x = y & Ux& U V ) V y . Moreover, in a formal topology the cover relation respects the equality relation. So, the second de nition below is just as strong as it needs to be. (Just observe here that several de nitions and lemmas are left out. We t a k e t h e liberty of freely writing text inside theories like this.) } : Theory {-end of theory_fin_list -} An easy way to handle nite subsets is to use lists. But since lists of a type A and predicates over A have di erent t ypes, a method for converting lists into predicates is needed when mixing the two notions. To transform a list into a predicate we simply abstract a variable belonging to the list (see finset below). The meaning of finsubset l U is \l is a nite subset of U". Finally, findpart takes a list X and a proof that X is a subset of a union, and nds the sublist Y of X belonging to the rst subset in the union. We conclude this section by giving a type for intervals and a theory for intervals. Given a set, an interval is simply the pair of its endpoints: interval(A:Set) = sig{lp:A,rp:A} : Set, Given a set A and a relation R on A, w e de ne the corresponding relation S, for intervals of A. This is used in the de nition of the continuum (section 6), where =, < and for rational intervals are de ned from the corresponding relations on the rational numbers. 
Formal Spaces
We recall the de nition of formal topology given by G i o vanni Sambin S] . A formal topology over a set A is a structure hA = i where hA = i is a commutative monoid, is a relation, called cover, b e t ween elements and subsets of A such that, for any x y 2 A and U V A, the following conditions hold:
(substitutivity) x = y y U x U (re exivity)
Subsets of the base A are represented by propositional functions ranging over A (see the previous sections). We p o i n t out that, in contrast to the de nition of formal topology given in S], we do not require the base monoid to have a u n i t , n o r d o w e h a ve the positivity predicate used in S]. The equality relation on the base set is also explicit here.
The formal topologies are here de ned as a -type: The set A with the relation =, the binary operation and the relation form a formal space, if A, = , form a monoid and the rules of a formal topology (substitutivity, re exivity, transitivity, dot-left, dot-right) are satis ed. In the implementation eq, dot and cov are used for =, and , respectively. DOT and COV are used for the generalisations of and , respectively, to subsets. Since DOT and COV are used both in the de nition of the formal space and in the theory for formal spaces, they are de ned globally and, since and for subsets, depend on and for elements, DOT and COV have A, eq, dot and cov as parameters. 
Given a formal space (note that we still are inside the theory theory_space), we n o w de ne the space induced by a subset. In our implementation that is achieved by a nested theory, i n w h i c h the induced cover is de ned and the coverrules are proved. In order to prove that the space induced by V really is a formal space, an object of space A eq dot covind is constructed: indspace= struct{ ismonoid=s.ismonoid, ax0=\x y h2 U h3->s.ax0 x y h2 (union U V) h3, ax1=\x U h2->s.ax1 x (union U V) ($Inl h2), ax2=\x U V1 h2 h3-> s.ax2 x (union U V) (union V1 V) h2 (\x1 p->case p of { $Inl x2->h3 x1 x2, $Inr y->s.ax1 x1 (union V1 V) ($Inr y)}), ax3=\x y U h2->s.ax3 x y (union U V) h2, ax4=\x U V1 h2 h3-> s.ax2 x (Dot (union U V) (union V1 V)) (union (Dot U V1) V) (s.ax4 x (union U V) (union V1 V) h2 h3) (lem7 U V V1)} :space A eq dot covind }:Theory, {-end of theory_indspace -} In order to de ne compactness and Stone spaces, a notion of nite subset is needed. For that purpose nite lists are used. Given a list, the function finset returns the corresponding subset, and the meaning of finsubset l U is \l is a nite subset of U". The following predicate says that, given a subset U and predicate P for subsets, there exists a nite subset of U for which P holds. existsFin(U:pred A,P:pred (pred A))= exists (list A) (\l->and (finsubset l U) (P (finset l))):Set, isCover U is an abbreviation for \U covers the whole space": The rational numbers are formed abstractly as an unbounded, dense, decidable linear ordering. Following von Plato vP] , we start with the order relation < satisfying the axioms :(x < y & y < x ) a n d x < y ) (x < z _ z < y ).
islinear(A:Set,lt:rel A ) = sig{LO1:(x:A,y:A,p:lt x y,q:lt y x) -> n0, LO2:(x:A,y:A,z:A,p:lt x y) -> or (lt x z) (lt z y)} : Set, Less-then-or-equal (or rather not-greater-than) i s d e n e d a s x y : (y < x ).
The equality x = y x y & y x then satisfying re exivity, symmetry and transitivity. leq = \x y -> not (lt y x) : rel A, eq = \x y -> and (leq x y) (leq y x) : rel A, To this ordering decidability ( x < y _ y x) is added: isdeclinear(A:Set,lt:rel A)=sig{DLO1:islinear A lt, DLO2:dec_rel A lt}:Set, Then max and min can be de ned by analysing the proof of x < y _ y x. The rationals also form an unbounded ((8a)(9x)(x < a ) a n d ( 8a)(9x)(a < x)) and dense (x < y ) (9z)(x < z < y )) set. where the relation f is inductively de ned by
